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LONG-TERM GOAL

The long-term goal of this research effort is to understand the oceanic processes that transport, erode and deposit sediment within submarine canyon heads, and contribute to the sediment transfer from the shelf to the continental slope.

OBJECTIVES

Several specific objectives are being pursued

1. identify the principal off-shelf sediment transport mechanisms acting within northwestern Mediterranean submarine canyon heads, including short-term (i.e. hours to weeks) and long-term (e.g. seasonal) processes,

2. evaluate the relative importance of different processes in the down-canyon sediment transfer (gravity-driven versus current-driven),

3. study the role of intermediate nepheloid layer detachments as actual transfer pathways of suspended sediment particles from the continental shelf to canyons and

4. provide sediment dynamic constraints for the interpretation of the sedimentary record within submarine canyons.

APPROACH

The proposed technical approach included the deployment (in the axis of the canyon head) of a bottom boundary layer (BBL) tripod at 145-m depth, together with the deployment of three moorings, at 200-, 500- and 750-m depth. The tripod was equipped with a downward-looking pulse coherent acoustic doppler profiler (PCADP), six optical back-scatter sensors (OBS), an acoustic back-scatter sensor (ABS), an upward-looking acoustic doppler current profiler (ADCP) and an Aanderaa RCM9 current-meter; the 200-m mooring was equipped with an RCM9 current-meter located 5 meters above the bottom (mab) and a string of temperature and turbidity sensors; the 500-m mooring was equipped with an RCM9 current-meter at 5 mab and a 12-cup sequential sediment trap located at 30 mab; and the 750-m mooring was equipped with an RCM9 current-meter at 5 mab. This observational effort had a duration of 7 months to capture seasonally varying processes, and a mid-deployment cruise was
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conducted for instrumentation refurbishing. During cruises, water column measurements were conducted with a CTD+transmissometer to evaluate the distribution of nepheloid structures within the canyon. This instrument was able to reach the seabed and it was equipped with a bottom trigger mechanism to collect water samples in the BBL.

The tripod provided suspended sediment concentration (SSC) measurements (OBS & ABS) and velocities (PCADP) at numerous heights (< 1 m) above the seabed to investigate the occurrence of down-canyon sediment-gravity flows. The upward-looking ADCP collected velocity profiles through the entire water column to determine the influence of the canyon topography on the current direction, particularly above the canyon rims. The RCM9 current-meters placed on the tripod and on the moorings generated time-series at high frequencies (i.e. 20 minutes) and provided information on short-term variability in water properties, SSC and sediment fluxes. The string of temperature+turbidity sensors installed on the mooring was used to assess the presence of internal wave activity and identify nepheloid layer detachments, while the sediment trap collected near-bottom was used to characterize the settling particle fluxes. Additionally, the information derived from the water column profiling provided relationships between the hydrographic structure and the development of nepheloid layers.

WORK COMPLETED

During FY05 the entire field data set was collected by the moored instruments described in the approach section. The ICM group participated in three oceanographic cruises on board the RV Oceanus in September 04, and on board the RV Endeavor in February and April 05 (instruments deployment, refurbish and recovery). During these cruises water column measurements were conducted in collaboration with G.C. Kineke (Boston College) and X. Durrieu de Madron (Univ. of Perpignan).

Regarding meeting attendance, in June 03 we presented the preliminary results of this study at the ASLO Summer Meeting, held in Santiago de Compostela, Spain.

RESULTS

During the preceding winter, in the frame of the EU EuroStrataform Project, seven submarine canyon heads along the Gulf of Lions were monitored with instrumented moorings deployed at 300 m water depth (Palanques et al., 2005). The objective of these deployments was to investigate the processes by which sediment is transferred from the continental shelf to a suite of submarine canyons incised in a river-dominated margin. Results obtained during these previous deployments demonstrated that the Gulf of Lions submarine canyons are active conduits of sediment during present conditions, and that the major mechanism contributing to the sediment transport are eastern storms and shelf water cascading.

In the Gulf of Lions winter heat losses and evaporation caused by cold and dry northerly winds (Tramontane and Mistral) induce cooling and mixing of the coastal waters, which eventually become denser than the surrounding waters and sink (Bethoux et al., 2002; Durrieu de Madron et al., 2005). After traveling on the shelf, they flow down the continental slope –preferentially through submarine canyons– until they reach their equilibrium (neutral density contrast) level. Such a process is known as shelf or dense water cascading.
Shelf water cascading events during winter 2003-04 were characterized by decreases in temperature and increases in current speed and occurred frequently from January to May in the W sector of the Gulf of Lions—where they were more intense—and from February to April in the E sector. These events lasted few days and often begun and/or were enhanced during eastern storms, which caused increases in suspended sediment concentration, and contributed to amplify the sediment fluxes. The preferential direction of the coastal currents, the width of the shelf and the coastal topographic constrain causes that most of the sediment transport occur through the Cap de Creus Canyon (the westernmost one), where observed sediment fluxes were two orders of magnitude higher than in the eastern and central submarine canyons (Palanques et al., 2005). Based on these previous results, the Cap de Creus Canyon was selected among all the Gulf of Lions submarine canyons as the study site to conduct this new research effort.

Temporal series of near-bottom temperature, current speed and SSC measured by the RCM9 current meters installed in each instrumented site along the Cap de Creus Canyon axis summarize the major findings of this study (Fig. 1). During winter 2004-05, the persistent northerly winds and the absence of river discharges that contribute to increase buoyancy of coastal waters helped to dramatically enhance the intensity of the shelf water cascading mechanism. Under this weather conditions, cascading in the Cap de Creus Canyon begun in early November (much earlier than in the preceding year) and took place without being triggered by eastern storms. During the first events, this process only affected the canyon head, causing significant increases in SSC, but in late December-early January a major cascading event reached greater depths and moved the 200-m and 500-m moorings down-canyon at several steps until they stopped at approximately 600-m water depth (the records after this displacement are illustrated in grey color in Figure 1). The following cascading event reached down to 750-m depth and caused a large peak in SSC which was observed earlier in the deeper parts of the canyon than in the canyon head. From late January to early March cascading occurred continuously, although showing periodic fluctuations that lasted between 3-6 days and were particularly well defined at 750-m depth. These fluctuations coincided with changes in the current direction, being the highest velocities directed to WNW (i.e. coming from the southern wall). Temperature and SSC also fluctuated with the same periodicity, but towards the final stages of cascading the magnitude of the SSC peaks decreased dramatically. These observations confirm that cold dense water cascading in the Gulf of Lions is an effective off-shelf transport mechanism through the Cap de Creus Canyon, and suggest that once the cascading process is well established it occurs preferably through the southern canyon wall. In this situation, the associated high currents winnow the fine sediments deposited in the canyon floor (preferably from the canyon axis and southern wall), being transported down-canyon to depths below 750 m.

Although from the available observations shelf water cascading seems to occur in the Gulf of Lions canyon heads in a yearly basis, the magnitude of this transport mechanism during winter 2004-05 suggest that it corresponded to an exceptional year that probably affected the entire submarine canyon, transporting sediment down the North-Balearic basin.

**IMPACT/APPLICATION**

This effort will help to improve the knowledge about the mechanisms responsible for the off-shelf transport of sediment through submarine canyon heads, providing information for the interpretation of the sedimentary record within submarine canyons. The observed processes will be very useful for development and improvement of sediment transport and accumulation models, preferentially in places where dense water formation in shelf environments is likely to occur. The identification and
characterization of such gravity flows in submarine canyons heads will also provide insights for slope stability and submarine canyons formation studies.

**Figure 1.** Time series of near-bottom temperature, current speed and SSC measured by the RCM9 current meters installed at several depths along the Cap de Creus Canyon during winter 2004-05. Note the occurrence of several shelf water cascading events in the shallower sites and the long-lasting episode from late January to early March when cascading was well established and affected the entire canyon head. Grey lines correspond to periods during which the 200- and 500-m moorings moved down-canyon.
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